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Missing Children 

Conundrum! 
 

 

 

In the past weeks Alma and many 

 others have disappeared outside of the 

 Deadly doll shop in the centre of Go- 

oseberry Town. Who did it and why is  

a mystery and the police are examining  

the area for any clues. 

 

      Police officer P.C Barry Bobble told   

us what he knows: “The Detective Con- 

stables have their suspicions of who did 

 it. The main suspect is Miss Dolly Catch 

- the owner of the doll shop opposite w- 

here they were last seen- but we will ne-                       

ed to gather more information before ta-   children is to do with the  

king any wild assumptions.  doll embodier (an evil  

    The parents of the missing children h-    spirit who steals souls 

ave been informed that their child will be   and puts them inside  

 returned home safely if they stay calm lookalike dolls). 

 

By Toby Blyth 
 

Above: the shop opposite where 

the crime took place. 
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A poster of Alma For Reference  

 and safe when we are investigating so we   Crazy storyteller Mag 

can ensure a nice result for their child.        Liverstine told us that 

    Thank you.”                                             The embodier was  

                                                                     back! After a while she 

Local folklore suggests the vanishing         told us that the only way to                               

get the trapped souls back is to  

give them what they truly desire 

over anything else. 

 

Parents told us how they feel: 

Polly Brave (the mother of the  

first missing child: Alma) stated 

 “I really miss our little Alma! 

I'm so worried about her. I hope 

the police know what they're 

doing for all of our children’s 

sakes.  

 

Will the missing children return, 

will their lives go back to normal? 

Find out as soon as we do in The 

Daily Week! 
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